Release Notes

K3|pebblestone Cloud (Gen. 2) – October 2020
based on Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central 2020 Wave 2 (v17.0)
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Introduction
In this October release we are having new functionality added to 2 different Apps:
K3|pebblestone and K3|pebblestone PDM. The release is based on Microsoft Dynamics 365
Business Central Wave 2 version 17.0.
The matrix is now available on Sales prices and discounts based on the new way Business
Central is calculating prices. In the next release for January, we are planning to also make
the matrix available on the recommended retail prices and the purchase prices and
discounts.
The matrix has also been added to the Assembly BOM to prepare for the light manufacturing
scenario. The Assembly BOM is part of K3|pebblestone, the light manufacturing functionality
is part of the K3|pebblestone PDM app. Within K3|pebblestone PDM it is now possible to
calculate the materials based on sales or purchase orders of the ready-made garments.
There is lots more to see, so please check out the details of the additional features in the
release notes below.
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K3|pebblestone
1. Sales prices and discounts
In this release we started converting
the matrix on the sales prices and
discounts, it is possible to setup sales
prices and discounts on colour/ size
level.
This is also the starting point to adopt
the new way Microsoft is calculating
sales and purchase prices in Business
Central. As of this version all
developments done on prices and
discounts will be done based on the
new way which is called v16.
V16 price calculation is provided as an alternative to the v15 calculation, the previous way of
calculating prices in Business Central. V16 has the advantage that it is much easier to
extend or replace the calculation.
In the next release in January we are planning to also make the matrix available on the
recommended retail price and the purchase prices and discounts.

2. Presales plan
2.1 Purchase order creating with location filter
It is possible to use the location filter in the presales plan, the purchase orders will only be
created for the selected location.

2.2 Add columns to the Presales plan
The following columns are added to the Presales plan:
• Season Code
•

Main Materials No.

•

Theme Code

•

Fit Code

•

Style No.

•

Country/Region of Origin Code
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3. General Improvements
3.1 Added fields to item variant
The following fields are
available on the item variant
and matrix.
• Item phase code
•

Tariff no.

•

Gross weight

•

Net weight

3.2 Intrastat journal
The following information on item variant is now made available on Intrastat journal.
• Tariff no.
•

Gross weight

•

Net weight

3.3 Difference statistics from item card
The sales difference statistics are available from the item card, including the gain/ loss
amount and Open in excel option.

3.4 Transfer order quantity
The transfer order is checked that only posted document lines are created for shipped and
received goods. No lines with quantity zero, shipped and received are posted.
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3.5 Auto cancel remnants on transfer order
In this release the option
has been added to create
auto cancel remnants on
the transfer order.
When 2 of the 4 items
have been shipped the
remaining 2 items can be
automatically cancelled if
the Boolean Auto Cancel
Outstanding Quantity is
set.

3.6 Ratio curve no. series
The Ratio curve has a no. series which allows the user to quickly create ratio curves in a
uniform way. The no. series can be setup in the Inventory setup.

3.7 Possibility to reopen a sales order for initial order entry
This means that the changes on existing and new order lines are not registered as
differences and when releasing the order all quantities are set as initial quantity.
When there are already registered differences the user is notified and can confirm that they
want to proceed or not.
When the user is proceeding the existing registered differences will be removed.
When there are posted quantities on any line it is not possible to reopen for initial order
entry.
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4. Reports
4.1 Sales return order
In this release the following
information has been added
to the sales return order
report (report no. 11006165
and 11006166):
• Return reason code
•

Item description

4.2 Purchase order
In this release the following
information has been added
to the purchase order
(report no. 11006155 and
11006164)
• Vendor item no.
•

Unit of measure

5. Assembly BOM
In this release the Assembly BOM has been extended with colour, size and 2nd size so the
consumption of materials can be setup for ready-made items. The adjustments on the
Assembly BOM are specifically created to support the Light Manufacturing scenario or also
called the CMT (Cut Make Trim) scenario.
The brand-owner is partly involved in the production of the collection, but the actual
production is done by a third party. The brand-owner could be (partly) involved in the
purchasing of the materials and the Assembly BOM allows the brand-owner the insights in
the materials needed to produce the ready-made items.
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K3|pebblestone PDM
1. Measurement
1.1 Measurement template adjustments
The measurement template is showing the sizes and the gradings per size. In the
measurement template it is possible to show value: grading or measurement.

1.2 Measurement grading are searchable
The name grading is changed in measurement
grading and the measurement gradings are now
searchable. When you search on measurement
all the available features around measurements
can be found.
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1.3 Archive functionality
In this release improvements have been made around the archive functionality of the
measurements. The archived measurements have a grey background, and no changes can
be made in the archived measurement.

2. Assembly BOM requirement calculation
Within the Assembly BOM requirement calculation it is possible to calculate the needed
materials for a collection. This feature is specifically created to support the light
manufacturing scenario or also called the CMT (Cut Make Trim) scenario. The brand-owner
is (partly) involved in the production of the collection, but the actual production is done by a
third party.
The consumption output of the materials can be done through:
•

The Assembly BOM requirement sheet

•

Purchase order creation of the materials

2.1 The Assembly BOM requirement worksheet
Within the Assembly BOM requirement worksheet it is possible to calculate the materials of
the ready-made items. The setup of the worksheet determines if the calculation is based on
purchase or sales order of the ready-made items.
Filter options makes it possible to look at a subset of data.
The season, delivery drop, brand or collection would be the most common used filters to
calculate the needed materials.
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2.2 The Assembly BOM requirement sheet
The Assembly BOM requirement sheet is an overview of the materials needed to produce
the ready-made items. With this overview the brand-owner can inform the vendor to start
preparing the production.
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2.3 Purchase order creation of the materials
If the brand-owner is responsible for the actual purchase of the materials it is also possible to
create the purchase orders of the materials.

In this light manufacturing scenario limited material planning is available, the assembly BOM
requirement worksheet gives access to planned stock but it is not possible to reserve the
planned stock.
The full manufacturing functionality will cover the comprehensive material and production
planning, which is currently on our roadmap. The first phase of the full manufacturing
functionality will be delivered in the beginning of next year. It will take more than one year to
release all the functionalities around the full manufacturing.

2.4 Demand Order Lines
The demand order lines will visualize which demand, sales or purchase orders, are covered
within the Assembly BOM requirement worksheet.
The sales or purchase order can be opened from here and the matrix is available to show
the demand per colour and size.
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Upgrade path from generation 1 to
generation 2
K3 architected and developed K3|pebblestone generation 2 cloud from the ground up, rather
than converting features from C/AL to AL. This technically optimises the K3|pebblestone
cloud product and greatly enriches the experience of the product.
Because of this approach the upgrade path from generation 1 to generation 2 is a little
different from the previous upgrade paths. In this release we created an alternative upgrade
path between the two solutions. Please check out the document ‘Upgrade path from
generation 1 to generation 2’ on our partner portal.
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